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Abstract

We will present the status and the main results of the Pierre Auger Observatory. These include the measurement of the cosmic ray
energy spectrum above 1018 eV, where we observe a suppression for energies larger than 5.5 × 1019 eV, the analyses of the arrival
directions and the chemical composition. The implications on the origin and on the acceleration mechanisms of the most energetic
cosmic rays will be discussed with a particular emphasis to the still open issues.
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1. Introduction1

Cosmic rays are ionized atomic nuclei reaching the Earth2

from outside the Solar System. Although discovered in 1912,3

their sources and propagation mechanisms are still the subject4

of intense research.5

Understanding the sources, nature and propagation proper-6

ties of the cosmic rays at ultra high energies ( E> 1018 eV)7

is one of the key questions in astroparticle physics. From the8

experimental point of view, their study can be performed indi-9

rectly, by exploiting the extensive air showers (EAS) they pro-10

duce by interacting with the nuclei in the Earth’s atmosphere.11

Among the different features characterizing the spectral shape,12

the region between ' 1018 − 1019 eV is thought to provide in-13

formation on the ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR).14

Anyway, the all particle spectrum cannot provide a discrim-15

ination among the different astrophysical hypotheses, and the16

determination of the primary composition is mandatory to reach17

any reliable conclusion. Analysis of the arrival directions and18

their anisotropy can give further insight into the sources and19

provide information about the magnetic fields which the ultra20

high energy cosmic rays experience during their travel to Earth.21

2. The Pierre Auger Observatory22

The Pierre Auger Observatory, located near Malargüe in the23

province of Mendoza in Argentina (Fig. 1), consists of an array24

of 1660 water-Cherenkov surface detectors (SD) [1] deployed25

on the ground over a triangular grid of 1.5 km spacing and cov-26

ering an area of ' 3000 km2. Each SD station is a polyethylene27

tank of cylindrical shape with size 10 m2×1.2 m, filled with pu-28

rified water. Cherenkov light produced by charged particles of29

EAS in the water is detected by three 9” photomultipliers. Each30

station is autonomous with a battery and a solar panel. The sig-31

nals are digitized locally and the information is transmitted via32

radio to the central data acquisition system. Synchronization33

is provided by the standard GPS system. The surface detector34

measures the front of a shower as it reaches the ground. The35

stations activated by the event record the particle density and36

the time of arrival.37

Figure 1: The Pierre Auger Observatory located near Malargüe, Province of
Mendoza, Argentina. The FoVs of the fluorescence telescopes (blue/orange
radial lines) cover the water Cherenkov surface detector array (dots).

The ground array is overlooked by 27 fluorescence tele-38

scopes, grouped in four sites, making up the fluorescence de-39

tector (FD). In each fluorescence telescope the light is collected40

by a segmented spherical mirror of area 3.6 m×3.6 m through41

a UV-transparent filter window and a ring corrector lens. Each42

camera consists of 440 hexagonal photomultipliers, each with a43

field of view of 1.5◦.44

The surface array and the fluorescence detector provide com-45
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plementary measurements of the extensive air showers. The46

SD samples the density of secondary shower particles at the47

ground. For each event, the particle density is expressed in units48

of a vertical-equivalent muon, the average signal produced by49

vertically incident muons. Measurement of the arrival time of50

the particles of the shower front at the SD allows one to deter-51

mine the cosmic ray arrival direction while the estimated total52

size of the shower is proportional to the energy of the primary53

cosmic ray.54

The FD measures the longitudinal development of the EAS55

in the atmosphere by detecting the fluorescence light emitted by56

de-excitation of atmospheric nitrogen molecules excited by the57

charged particles of the shower. The result is a measurement58

of the energy deposit as a function of the atmospheric depth, as59

in a calorimeter. As opposed to the SD array, the FD may only60

operate during clear, moonless nights and its duty cycle is thus61

reduced to about 14%. Since the fluorescence emission, as well62

as the light scattering and attenuation, depends on atmospheric63

conditions, several systems monitor the weather conditions, the64

aerosol content and the cloud coverage [2].65

Events detected by at least one FD telescope and one SD66

station are named hybrids. The combination of the timing in-67

formation from the FD and the SD provides an accurate deter-68

mination of the geometry of the air showers. In fact, in hybrid69

mode the arrival direction of the primary particle and the im-70

pact point of the shower at the ground are determined with a71

resolution of about 0.6◦ and 50 m, respectively. A sub-sample72

of events recorded and independently reconstructed by both FD73

and SD detectors can be used to calibrate the energy scale of the74

SD array [3]. This provides an energy parameter only weakly75

dependent on the primary composition and on the hadronic in-76

teraction models.77

3. Energy Spectrum78

The energy spectrum above 2.5 × 1018 eV has been deter-79

mined using mainly the data from the SD [4], considering only80

events up to 60◦. The SD events were collected between 1 Jan-81

uary 2004 and 30 December 2010, with a total exposure of82

20905 km2 sr yr. The exposure is obtained by integrating the83

number of active stations over time; the overall acceptance un-84

certainty is ' 3% [5]. Despite the low duty cycle of the FD,85

the energy spectrum has been extended to 1018 eV using hybrid86

events, thanks to the good energy resolution and low threshold,87

thus investigating the transition from galactic to extragalactic in88

detail [6]. The hybrid events were taken between 1 November89

2005 and 30 September 2010. The total systematic uncertainty90

in the energy scale is about 22%, the main contribution coming91

from the uncertainty in the fluorescence yield (14%) and in the92

reconstruction of the longitudinal profile (10%).93

The SD and hybrid spectra can be combined using a max-94

imum likelihood method, since both have the same systematic95

uncertainties in their energy scale. The normalization uncer-96

tainties are, on the contrary, independent and have been used97

as additional constraints in the procedure. The resulting spec-98

trum is shown in Fig.2; a fit with three power laws is shown99

by the dashed lines, while the solid line indicates the result of100
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Figure 2: The combined Auger energy spectrum. Only statistical uncertainties
are shown. The systematic uncertainty on the energy scale is 22%.

a fit with two power laws and a smooth function. It is possi-101

ble to see that there are two clear spectral features: the ankle at102

log10(Eankle/eV) = 18.62 ± 0.01 and a strong suppression above103

log10(E/eV)=19.63 ± 0.02. The suppression is seen with a sig-104

nificance of 20 σ. Different astrophysical models can explain105

these features. The ankle could be due to e+e− pair produc-106

tion of protons with the photons of the cosmic microwave back-107

ground (CMB) [7], or more traditionally to the intersection of a108

steep galactic component and the onset of a flatter extra-galactic109

one [8]. At even higher energies, the cutoff could be due to110

photo-pion production of extragalactic protons in the CMB (the111

GZK cutoff [9]), although the same feature could arise when112

reaching the limits in the maximum energy of the sources.113

A comparison of the Auger results with data from HiRes,114

Telescope Array and Yakutsk has been recently performed [10].115

The various fluxes can be rescaled assuming that any difference116

among them is due solely to their energy scale and not to aper-117

ture calculations or energy resolution. The differences found118

are entirely consistent with the systematic energy uncertainties119

quoted by the experiments.120

The Auger energy spectrum in figure 2 can be described by121

both a heavy or proton composition at the highest energies and122

the spectral information must be complemented by independent123

measurements of the primary composition.124

4. Mass Composition125

The UHECR mass composition is another key aspect to un-126

derstand their origin and propagation. It can be inferred through127

observables related to the EAS development. In Pierre Auger128

data, one of the most sensitive variables is the depth of the129

shower maximum, Xmax. Proton induced showers will have,130

on average, deeper Xmax with larger fluctuations, with respect131

to iron primaries. The Xmax can be measured directly by the FD132

looking at the longitudinal energy deposit profile on an event-133

by-event basis. The statistics is however limited at the highest134
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energies. Xmax can also be inferred from related variables at the135

ground using the SD.
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Figure 3: < Xmax > as a function of energy, compared with the predictions of
air shower simulations using different hadronic interaction models.
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Figure 4: RMS(Xmax) as a function of energy, compared with the predictions of
air shower simulations using different hadronic interaction models.

136

The average of the Xmax distribution as a function of en-137

ergy measured by the FD, < Xmax >, and the RMS(Xmax) [11],138

are shown in figure 3 and 4. The depth of shower maximum139

depends on the hadronic interactions that rule the shower de-140

velopment. Therefore, the predictions of different hadronic in-141

teraction models for these observables are shown, both for pro-142

ton and iron induced showers. One can observe that there is143

a trend towards a heavier composition at the highest energies,144

even though the analysis of < Xmax > and RMS(Xmax) suggests145

a complex mass composition scenario [12].146

SD observables, such as the asymmetry of the SD signal147

risetime [13] are sensitive to primary mass composition, but on148

a statistical basis. Additionally, the reconstruction of the muon149

production depth profile can be done using the SD, on an event-150

by-event basis for inclined events, with zenith angle around 60◦151

[14]. This is done using the shower geometry and muon ar-152

rival times to the ground, with respect to the shower front. The153

depth of the maximum of this profile, Xmax, provides another154

observable sensitive to the mass composition. At present, these155

SD observables support at the highest energies the trend mea-156

sured with the FD. The new hadronic interaction models, which157

have been re-tuned to describe the LHC data (EPOS-LHC and158

QGSJET-II-04), are now more similar to each other, but the159

general trends with respect to data remain unchanged.160

Some consequences from the astrophysical point of view161

can be derived from our data. Extragalactic sources of pro-162

tons seem to be disfavored by our composition result, within163

the uncertainties on the hadronic interaction models used to in-164

terpret the data. In a propagation scenario, nuclei from nearby165

sources could produce small mass dispersion at Earth, as prop-166

agation would not be able to degrade mass and energy. If on the167

other hand the proton component is depleted by the reach of a168

rigidity dependent end of the injection spectrum, and if sources169

are uniformly distributed, hard injection spectra with low en-170

ergy cutoffs, together with local sources, could explain the data171

[15, 16].172

A different conclusion, leading to a light composition up to173

the highest energies, has been drawn from the data of HiRes174

and the Telescope Array. However, a direct comparison of their175

results with the Auger ones is not yet possible, as the detec-176

tor biases are included in their simulation. Furthermore, their177

datasets are substantially smaller than that of Auger. A lengthy178

discussion about this comparison can be found in [17].179

5. Number of Muons at Ground180

The muon content of the shower is not only sensitive to the181

mass composition of the primary but is also an important tool182

to probe the hadronic interactions that occur during the shower183

development, as muons are the direct decay product of mesons184

(mainly pions and kaons). Once muons are produced, they have185

a large probability of reaching the ground without interacting.186

In the Pierre Auger Observatory there are several strategies to187

measure the number of muons at the ground. Firstly one can188

distinguish direct and indirect measurements. The direct mea-189

surements rely on the analysis of time traces of the SD stations.190

For inclined showers (θ > 60◦), the signal measured by an SD191

station is dominated by muons, as most of the electromagnetic192

component is attenuated during the shower development in the193

atmosphere. Hence, the number of muons can be extracted194

by fitting the shower footprint at the ground with simulations195

[18]. For more vertical events (θ < 60◦), the measurement196

can be done either by identifying muons or, by subtracting the197

electromagnetic component from the total signal of the FADC198

traces. Muon counting is achieved using a multivariate analysis199

that was trained with simulations to identify the muon peaks in200

the SD traces. The second approach is the so-called smooth-201

ing method which is based on the fact that the electromagnetic202

component has a continuous (smooth) signal in time that can be203

identified and subtracted using a filter algorithm. Indirect meth-204

ods take advantage of the hybrid technique, i.e., combine FD205

and SD information. The indirect measurement uses the univer-206

sality method, which is based on the fact that the muonic signal207

parameterized as a function of Xmax and S(1000) is, according208
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to EAS Monte Carlo simulations, independent of the primary209

mass composition and depends only weakly on the hadronic in-210

teraction model.211

Figure 5: Number of muons estimated at 1000 m from the shower core relative
to the predictions of simulations using QGSJet-II.03 with proton primaries at
E = 1019 eV. The results are displayed as a function of the zenith angle.

The number of muons, estimated at 1000 m from the shower212

core, relative to the predictions of simulations using QGSJet-213

II.03 [19] with proton primaries, Nrel
µ , is shown in figure 5214

for the different analysis methods listed above [20]. All the215

methods present compatible results, within uncertainties. The216

number of muons predicted by the models shows a deficit with217

respect to data, and the deficit increases with zenith angle. This218

deficit is present even when choosing iron primaries and the219

hadronic interaction model characterized by having more muons220

(EPOS1.99 [21]). The main factors that affect this discrepancy221

between data and Monte Carlo simulations are the uncertainty222

on the energy scale (currently around 22%), the unknown mass223

composition and uncertainties on the hadronic models (for in-224

stance, potential problems on the muon attenuation). However,225

none of these provides an easy solution by itself.226

6. Searches for Photons227

UHE primary photons can provide invaluable information228

about the astrophysics of cosmic rays. Their detection would229

be a direct proof of the GZK cutoff; limits on exotic models230

[22] and tests for new physics [23] could be obtained from a231

positive or negative result on their detection. Their search is232

based on the characteristic features of the showers they produce233

in comparison to the hadronic ones.234

Primary photons produce late developing showers, a char-235

acteristic further enhanced by the LPM effect [24]. At a given236

energy, photon initiated showers are expected to develop slower237

than proton induced showers, due to smaller secondary multi-238

plicities and to the suppression of the cross-section due to the239

LPM effect. Therefore, one can search for photon events by240

looking for events with an unexpectedly large Xmax measured241

by the FD [25]. The deeper Xmax is associated to a more dis-242

persed distribution of the arrival time of the particles at ground243
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Figure 6: Upper limits on the photon flux derived using hybrid analysis (red
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level. At a given distance from the shower axis, the arrival time244

of the first particles is delayed with respect to a planar shower245

front and the radius of curvature is thus expected to decrease246

for photon induced showers [25]. These observables can be247

recorded by means of the SD. The upper limits derived from248

both the SD and the hybrid data collected by Auger are shown249

in Fig.6 and discussed in [26, 27].250

7. Anisotropies251

The angular distribution of the arrival directions of UHE252

cosmic rays as a function of energy is a key observable to pro-253

vide information about their sources and nature, complemen-254

tary to those of energy spectrum and composition. UHE parti-255

cles are most probably extragalactic, and if the observed cutoff256

in the spectrum can be attributed to the GZK propagation effect257

we could expect their sources to be confined in our courtyard,258

within about 100 Mpc. In 2007 [28] the Auger Collaboration259

reported the observation of a correlation between the arrival di-260

rections of the highest energy cosmic rays and the positions of261

nearby AGN from the Véron-Cetty-Véron catalog [29]. The262

result came from an analysis of independent data with a priori263

parameters determined from an exploratory scan; this avoided264

the use of penalty factors which would be needed in a posteriori265

analyses.266

The most recent update of this search is shown in Fig.7 [30]:267

the fraction of correlating cosmic rays is (33 ± 5)% (28 events268

correlating out of a total of 84). The probability of this cor-269

relation occurring by chance if the true distribution of arrival270

directions is isotropic stays below 1%. The independent aver-271

ages of 10 consecutive events are also shown by the black dots.272

A recent comparison of our result with the Telescope Array and273

Yakutsk data showed that the correlating fractions are compati-274

ble [31]. More data are necessary to show whether this correla-275

tion is statistically significant or not. Another possible scenario276

is that the anisotropy is dominated by cosmic rays originating277
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Figure 7: The correlating fraction as a function of the total number of time-
ordered events. Different confidence levels are shown, together with the
isotropy value p = 0.21.

from the vicinity of Centaurus A, the nearest active galaxy, with278

an estimated distance of about 3.8 Mpc, since 19 events out279

of 7.6 expected have arrival directions within 24◦ of CenA. A280

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the chance probability for281

this to happen is 4%. Directionally aligned events, or multi-282

plets, can be expected from the same source after deflection in283

intervening magnetic fields, showing a correlation between the284

arrival direction and the inverse of energy. The largest multi-285

plet found was one 12-plet, but, in this case, the probability for286

it to come from an isotropic distribution is ' 6% [32]. Potential287

sources of galactic cosmic rays have been looked for by per-288

forming a blind search for neutron primaries [33]. In fact, due289

to the relativistic time dilation the UHE neutron mean decay290

length is (9.2×E/EeV) kpc; above 2 EeV, neutron emitters can291

be searched for in the whole Galaxy. Auger can detect neutron292

showers by a simple search for an excess of proton-like showers293

from a specific direction in the sky.294

Figure 8: Celestial maps of the neutron flux upper limit (particles/km2yr) in
Galactic coordinates.

No candidates have been found, bringing to a median flux295

upper limit of 0.0114 n km2 yr1 above 1 EeV (Fig. 8). The296

absence of a neutron flux from the Galaxy, which could be ex-297

pected in the hypothesis of sources steadily emitting protons298

and neutrons with similar luminosity, could be a hint that the299

sources at EeV energy could be e.g. extragalactic, transient or300

of low intensity but numerous and uniformly distributed in the301

galaxy.
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302

The large scale distribution of the arrival directions of cos-303

mic rays is another fundamental tool in the search for their ori-304

gin. The results from a study performed using data from the SD305

array are shown in Fig.9 [34].306
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Figure 10: Phase of the first harmonic as a function of energy

No significant anisotropies are observed, resulting in the307

most stringent bounds on the first harmonic amplitude above308

2.5 · 1017 eV. The limits obtained already exclude some galac-309

tic sources models (according to which the cosmic rays at these310

energies are galactic and can escape by diffusion and drift mo-311

tion). In extragalactic models the transition is put at the second312

knee (E' 400 PeV) and their large scale distribution is influ-313

enced by the relative motion of the observer with respect to the314

frame of the source; more data are needed to test these pre-315

dictions. Interestingly, the phase of the first harmonic shows a316

smooth transition between a common phase of ' 270◦ below317

1 EeV and ' 100◦ above 5 EeV. A consistency of the phase318

in ordered energy intervals can indeed be expected in presence319

of a real underlying anisotropy, standing out of the background320
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more prominently than the amplitude (see figure 10 [34]). How-321

ever, no confidence level can for the moment be assigned to322

this result, being an a posteriori observation. The study of the323

large scale anisotropy has been performed for the first time with324

Auger data as a function of both the right ascension and the325

declination and expressed in terms of dipole and quadrupole326

amplitudes [35].

Figure 11: 99% CL upper limits on the dipole and quadrupole momenta as a
function of energy. The expectations from a toy galactic disk models are also
shown.

327

No significant deviations from isotropy are detected. Un-328

der the hypothesis that any anisotropy is dominated by these329

moments, 99% CL upper limits can be derived, as shown in330

Fig.11. As an example of the power of the measurement to331

discriminate among different astrophysical models, the experi-332

mental limits are compared in the figure with the expectations333

from a toy model, in which the sources of protons and iron are334

stationary and uniformly distributed in the galactic disk. Since335

the expected amplitudes for protons are found largely above the336

allowed upper limits, we can exclude this scenario for the light337

component of EeV primary cosmic rays.338

8. Conclusions and future developments339

The Pierre Auger Observatory has reached a cumulative ex-340

posure of more than 26000 km2 sr yr (SD and FD).341

The data taken with the Observatory have led to a number342

of major breakthroughs in the field of ultra-high energy cosmic343

rays. Firstly, the ankle and a suppression of the cosmic ray344

flux have been established unambiguously. Secondly, due to345

the Auger limits on the photon flux at ultra-high energy, it is346

now clear that unusual ”top-down” source scenarios, such as the347

decay of super-heavy particles, cannot account for a significant348

part to the observed flux. Finally, there are indications of an349

anisotropic distribution of the arrival directions of particles with350

energies greater than 5.5× 1019 eV. These results are consistent351

with a scenario in which particle acceleration takes place at sites352

distributed similarly to the matter in the nearby universe. In353

this scenario, the arrival direction anisotropy as well as the flux354

suppression is ascribed to the particle energy losses en route to355

Earth (GZK effect).356

However, data on shower development fluctuations as well357

as other composition-sensitive observables require a rather dif-358

ferent interpretation of the Auger data. The observed flux sup-359

pression is indicating the upper-limit of the power of the ac-360

celerator. It may be that the uppermost end of the cosmic ray361

energy spectrum is dominated by high-Z particles from a single362

source or single source population, possibly within the GZK363

horizon, for which the upper limit of particle acceleration al-364

most coincides with the energy of the GZK suppression.365

Moreover, the discrepancy between the expected and mea-366

sured number of muons currently found calls into question the367

prediction of the hadronic interaction models and may affect368

some of the previous conclusions.369

All these information about the characteristics of the pri-370

mary cosmic rays have opened more questions:371

• Understand the origin of the flux suppression at the high-372

est energies, i.e., to differentiate between energy losses373

during extragalactic propagation and the maximum en-374

ergy of particles injected by sources, either galactic or375

extragalactic.376

• Perform composition driven anisotropy searches. Iden-377

tify a flux contribution of protons up to the highest ener-378

gies will be a decisive ingredient for estimating the physics379

potential of existing and future cosmic ray, neutrino and380

gamma detectors.381

• Determine the energy at which the transition from galac-382

tic to extragalactic sources of cosmic rays takes place.383

• Identify the origin of the discrepancy currently found be-384

tween the observed and expected muon numbers. This385

will play a crucial role in the understanding of the UHE386

hadronic interactions.387
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